
Monster FAQs

Do I need a ticket?
Yes. Sessions on The Monster inflatable are ticketed and will run through the day in 30-minute blocks from 10am to 11pm. You will 
need to purchase a ticket in advance to experience The Monster. Spectator tickets are also available for the adult sessions. 

For the kids slots, parents/guardians accompanying ticket holders will have access for viewing and access to the food, drink and 
party areas without needing a ticket.
 

How much does it cost?
The Monster sessions are ticketed and will run through the day in 30-minute blocks from 10am to 11pm, with morning sessions for kids. 

Each ticket costs £22.40 (including venue fees) and includes one full circuit on The Monster. The food, drink and party areas will be 
open throughout your experience. 

You can arrive at any time throughout the day and stay as long as you want – but you will only be allowed onto The Monster 
inflatable at your allocated time slot.

Spectator tickets cost £2.80 (including venue fees) and you will have access to the food, drink and party areas.

Is there an age limit to go on The Monster?
Yes. For the adult sessions which run from 11am to 11pm each day, you’ll need to be 16 or over. 
There are morning sessions for kids each day at 10am for 11-15-year olds only.
 

What time should I arrive?
You should arrive at least 30-minutes before your scheduled Monster session. This will give you enough time to hand your stuff in at 
the locker room and exchange your ticket for your wristband and get ready to experience The Monster!

The earlier you arrive the more prepared you’ll be for your experience. Feel free to arrive as early as you want to enjoy the food, 
drink and party areas!
 

What time does the venue open and close? 
The venue will be open from 9:30am each day and closes at 11.30pm. The Monster sessions start at 10am each day but the food, 
drinks and party areas will open throughout.
 

How long does it take to complete The Monster? 
Depending on how fit, strong and ambitious you are, The Monster can take anywhere from about 10-30 minutes to complete. On 
average we’d say around 15-20 minutes. With a hangover, it can feel like a lifetime!

Do I need to be really fit and strong to do The Monster? 
No. Whilst The Monster is challenging and demanding at times, you can take it at your own pace, and if you can’t do one of the 
obstacles, we’ll help you out! 
 

What if I am pregnant or have a heart condition? 
Due to the nature of The Monster, it is not recommended for pregnant women, people with heart conditions or those carrying any 
serious injuries.
 

What should I wear?
We would advise light and stretchy clothing to get the most out of your experience.

The Monster is a physical obstacle course, so you can wear jeans and a shirt if you want, but you’d be much better off in Active Wear! 

Shoes are not permitted on The Monster. Bare foot is advised, but you can wear socks if you wish. 
 

Where can I put my belongings?
There will be a secure cloak room in the venue to store your belongings while you are on The Monster.
   

Can I bring food and drink with me?
No - there will be street food and refreshing beverages on offer all day (both with and without alcohol!).
 

Do I need to sign a waiver?
Yes, just so we can make sure you're ready to ‘Meet the Monster', and understand the risks involved in doing so.
 

Smoke, sound and special effects
We use haze, theatrical smoke, strobe lights, flashing lights, fire, CO2 cannons and other sound and lighting effects. There will be 
loud music (from incredible DJ's!). Please be aware of this if you have any sensitivities.
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